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labor guide to labor law is a comprehensive survey of labor law in the private sector written from the labor
perspective for labor relations students and for unions and their members this thoroughly revised and updated fifth
edition covers new statutes current issues and the latest developments in labor and employment law the text
emphasizes issues of greatest importance to unions and employees where the law permits a union to make certain
tactical choices those choices are pointed out material is included on internal union matters that tend to be ignored in
management texts bruce s feldacker and michael j hayes cover applicable labor law principles from a union s initial
organizing campaign to the mature bargaining relationship including such subjects as the employee right to engage in
protected concerted activity the duty to bargain labor arbitration the use of strikes picketing and other economic
weapons in resolving a labor dispute the duty of fair representation internal union regulation and employment
discrimination this book is also a useful reference and review for full time union officers and representatives who
have a working knowledge of labor law but wish to brush up on certain points as needed in their work both authors
have extensive experience in the construction field and they have been careful to include material on those aspects of
labor law that are unique to that field labor guide to labor law is structured to present an unbiased and comprehensive
explanation of labor law principles for anyone interested in the field thus labor relations educators as well as
practitioners in the field representing labor management or individual employees should also find the text suitable for
their use each chapter includes a summary review questions and answers a restatement of basic legal principles with
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citations to key cases and a bibliography for additional research february issue includes appendix entitled directory of
united states government periodicals and subscription publications september issue includes list of depository libraries
june and december issues include semiannual index the power of unions in workers lives and in the american
political system has declined dramatically since the 1970s in recent years many have argued that the crisis took root
when unions stopped reaching out to workers and workers turned away from unions but here lane windham tells a
different story highlighting the integral often overlooked contributions of women people of color young workers and
southerners windham reveals how in the 1970s workers combined old working class tools like unions and labor law
with legislative gains from the civil and women s rights movements to help shore up their prospects through close up
studies of workers campaigns in shipbuilding textiles retail and service windham overturns widely held myths about
labor s decline showing instead how employers united to manipulate weak labor law and quash a new wave of
worker organizing recounting how employees attempted to unionize against overwhelming odds knocking on labor s
door dramatically refashions the narrative of working class struggle during a crucial decade and shakes up current
debates about labor s future windham s story inspires both hope and indignation and will become a must read in labor
civil rights and women s history this volume draws together scholars rethinking social scientific and theoretical
approaches to a wide range of forms of social difference and inequality these include race nationalism sexuality
professional classes domestic employment digital communication and uneven economic development american
feminism has always been about more than the struggle for individual rights and equal treatment under the law in
this book the author retrieves an alternative tradition of women s reform that sought answers to questions
increasingly pressing today how to balance work and family and how to address growing economic inequalities this
book trace s the history of american social justice feminism from the 1930s into the present and to link that continuous
tradition with the leadership of labor women back cover introduction 9 labor archives and collections in the united
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states 12 labor holdings at the schlesinger library radcliffe college 18 labor material in the collections of the museum of
american textile history 27 labor history sources at the university of massachusetts at amherst 33 the connecticut labor
archives 41 sources for business and labor history in the bridgeport public library 46 labor history resources at new
york university 50 1 the tamiment institute ben josephson library 2 the robert f wagner labor archives labor archives
in the university at albany state university of new york 61 sources on labor history in the martin p catherwood
library 67 sources on labor history at the rockefeller archive center 75 labor history resources at the rutgers university
libraries 83 labor collections at the urban archives center temple university libraries 87 labor archives at indiana
university of pennsylvania 93 historical collections and labor archives penn state university 97 the ue labor archives
university of pittsburgh 102 labor history sources in the manuscript division of the library of congress 105 labor
history sources in the national archives 114 labor and social history records at the catholic university of america nelson
lichtenstein 121 the joseph a beirne memorial archives 125 labor union history and archives the university of
maryland at college park libraries 129 the george meany memorial archives 133 west virginia labor sources at the
west virginia and regional history collection 140 the southern labor archives 146 labor history resources at the ohio
historical society 155 the debs collection at indiana state university 161 the archives of labor history and urban affairs
walter p reuther library wayne state university 167 the labadie collection in the university of michigan library 177
labor history manuscripts in the chicago historical society 185 the ozarks labor union archives at southwest missouri
state university 190 labor history resources in the university of iowa libraries the state historical society of iowa iowa
city and the herbert hoover presidential library 195 sources for the study of the labor movement at the state historical
society of wisconsin 203 the immigration history research center as a source for labor history research 212 labor
collections in the western historical collections at the university of colorado boulder 219 labor resources at the nevada
state library and archives 224 the texas labor archives 229 sources on labor history at the southern california library for
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social studies and research 235 the urban archives center at california state university northridge 240 the labor archives
and research center at san francisco state university 248 index 257 advances in business statistics methods and data
collection advances in business statistics methods and data collection delivers insights into the latest state of play in
producing establishment statistics obtained from businesses farms and institutions presenting materials and reflecting
discussions from the 6th international conference on establishment statistics ices vi this edited volume provides a broad
overview of methodology underlying current establishment statistics from every aspect of the production life cycle
while spotlighting innovative and impactful advancements in the development conduct and evaluation of modern
establishment statistics programs highlights include practical discussions on agile timely and accurate measurement of
rapidly evolving economic phenomena such as globalization new computer technologies and the informal sector
comprehensive explorations of administrative and new data sources and technologies covering big organic data sources
and methods for data integration linking machine learning and visualization detailed compilations of statistical
programs responses to wide ranging data collection and production challenges among others caused by the covid 19
pandemic in depth examinations of business survey questionnaire design computerization pretesting methods
experimentation and paradata methodical presentations of conventional and emerging procedures in survey statistics
techniques for establishment statistics encompassing probability sampling designs and sample coordination non
probability sampling missing data treatments small area estimation and bayesian methods providing a broad overview
of most up to date science this book challenges the status quo and prepares researchers for current and future
challenges in establishment statistics and methods perfect for survey researchers government statisticians national
bank employees economists and undergraduate and graduate students in survey research and economics advances in
business statistics methods and data collection will also earn a place in the toolkit of researchers working with data in
industries across a variety of fields constructs an analytical framework of production politics within which to address
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such phenomena as the erosion of wages and lost of good jobs in the us in the 1980s the emulation by us companies of
production methods from elsewhere and differences and similarities between japanese and german industrial relations
narrowing the study to the automobile industry argues that variations in labor s fortunes and competitive success can
be explained by distinct patterns of labor inclusion in corporate decision making distributed in the us by taylor and
francis annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or this book examines how ordinary factory workers
became unionists and national political participants by the mid 1930s what ever happened to labor s fight for a shorter
workweek considers legislation to increase postal rates establish postal rate and po employee salary computation
policies revise undeliverable mail handling procedure and authorize second class mail status for certain hard cover
publications labor s end traces the discourse around automation from its origins in the factory to its wide ranging
implications in political and social life as jason resnikoff shows the term automation expressed the conviction that
industrial progress meant the inevitable abolition of manual labor from industry but the real substance of the term
reflected industry s desire to hide an intensification of human work and labor s loss of power and protection behind
magnificent machinery and a starry eyed faith in technological revolution the rhetorical power of the automation
ideology revealed and perpetuated a belief that the idea of freedom was incompatible with the activity of work from
there political actors ruled out the workplace as a site of politics while some of labor s staunchest allies dismissed sped
up tasks expanded workloads and incipient deindustrialization in the name of technological progress a forceful
intellectual history labor s end challenges entrenched assumptions about automation s transformation of the american
workplace includes subject area sections that describe all pertinent census data products available i e business trade and
services geography transportation etc militant minority tells the compelling story of british columbia workers who
sustained a left tradition during the bleakest days of the cold war through their continuing activism on issues from the
politics of timber licenses to global questions of war and peace these workers bridged the transition from an old to a
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new left in the late 1950s half of b c s workers belonged to unions but the promise of postwar collective bargaining
spawned disillusionment tied to inflation and automation a new working class that was educated white collar and
increasingly rebellious shifted the locus of activism from the communist party and co operative commonwealth
federation to the newly formed new democratic party which was elected in 1972 grounded in archival research and
oral history militant minority provides a valuable case study of one of the most organized and independent working
classes in north america during a period of ideological tension and unprecedented material advance how well do we
know our country whom do we include when we use the word american these are not just contemporary issues but
recurring questions americans have asked themselves throughout their history and questions that were addressed
when in 1935 the roosevelt administration created the federal writers project fwp under the aegis of the works
progress administration although the immediate context of the fwp was work relief national fwp officials developed
programs that spoke to much larger and longer standing debates over the nature of american identity and culture and
the very definition of who was an american hirsch reviews the founding of the fwp and the significance of its
american guide series considering the choices made by administrators who wanted to celebrate diversity as a positive
aspect of american cultural identity in his exploration of the fwp s other writings hirsch discusses the project s
pioneering use of oral history in interviews with ordinary southerners ex slaves ethnic minorities and industrial
workers he also examines congressional critics of the fwp vision the occasional opposition of local federal writers
especially in the south and how the fwp s vision changed in response to the challenge of world war ii in the course of
this study hirsch raises thought provoking questions about the relationships between diversity and unity government
and culture and ultimately culture and democracy includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and
contributions to periodicals january june identifies and describes specific government assistance opportunities such as
loans grants counseling and procurement contracts available under many agencies and programs focusing on the fate of
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the federal aid to families with dependent children afdc program this comprehensive history of the thirty year war
over welfare shows how stubborn allegiance to the male headed household undermined the struggle for economic
justice using a wide range of sources the author illuminates the connections between the informal strategies of
resistance in the early 20th century and the mass protests of the 50s and 60s contains 1 412 assistance programs
administered by 57 federal agencies in agriculture crime control education employment and training health and
human services housing and homeownership and science and technology chapters how to use the catalog agency
summary agency programs alpha index of programs applicant eligibility deadlines index functional index subject
index deleted and added programs crosswalk of changes to program numbers and titles program descriptions programs
requiring executive order 12372 review authorization appendix agency addresses sources of additional info and
developing and writing grant proposals
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Labor Guide to Labor Law
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labor guide to labor law is a comprehensive survey of labor law in the private sector written from the labor
perspective for labor relations students and for unions and their members this thoroughly revised and updated fifth
edition covers new statutes current issues and the latest developments in labor and employment law the text
emphasizes issues of greatest importance to unions and employees where the law permits a union to make certain
tactical choices those choices are pointed out material is included on internal union matters that tend to be ignored in
management texts bruce s feldacker and michael j hayes cover applicable labor law principles from a union s initial
organizing campaign to the mature bargaining relationship including such subjects as the employee right to engage in
protected concerted activity the duty to bargain labor arbitration the use of strikes picketing and other economic
weapons in resolving a labor dispute the duty of fair representation internal union regulation and employment
discrimination this book is also a useful reference and review for full time union officers and representatives who
have a working knowledge of labor law but wish to brush up on certain points as needed in their work both authors
have extensive experience in the construction field and they have been careful to include material on those aspects of
labor law that are unique to that field labor guide to labor law is structured to present an unbiased and comprehensive
explanation of labor law principles for anyone interested in the field thus labor relations educators as well as
practitioners in the field representing labor management or individual employees should also find the text suitable for
their use each chapter includes a summary review questions and answers a restatement of basic legal principles with
citations to key cases and a bibliography for additional research
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Guide to Federal Records in the National Archives of the United States

1995

february issue includes appendix entitled directory of united states government periodicals and subscription
publications september issue includes list of depository libraries june and december issues include semiannual index

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications

1972

the power of unions in workers lives and in the american political system has declined dramatically since the 1970s in
recent years many have argued that the crisis took root when unions stopped reaching out to workers and workers
turned away from unions but here lane windham tells a different story highlighting the integral often overlooked
contributions of women people of color young workers and southerners windham reveals how in the 1970s workers
combined old working class tools like unions and labor law with legislative gains from the civil and women s rights
movements to help shore up their prospects through close up studies of workers campaigns in shipbuilding textiles
retail and service windham overturns widely held myths about labor s decline showing instead how employers
united to manipulate weak labor law and quash a new wave of worker organizing recounting how employees
attempted to unionize against overwhelming odds knocking on labor s door dramatically refashions the narrative of
working class struggle during a crucial decade and shakes up current debates about labor s future windham s story
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inspires both hope and indignation and will become a must read in labor civil rights and women s history

Knocking on Labor’s Door

2017-08-01

this volume draws together scholars rethinking social scientific and theoretical approaches to a wide range of forms of
social difference and inequality these include race nationalism sexuality professional classes domestic employment
digital communication and uneven economic development

Guide to Federal Records in the National Archives of the United States:
Record groups 171-515

1995

american feminism has always been about more than the struggle for individual rights and equal treatment under the
law in this book the author retrieves an alternative tradition of women s reform that sought answers to questions
increasingly pressing today how to balance work and family and how to address growing economic inequalities this
book trace s the history of american social justice feminism from the 1930s into the present and to link that continuous
tradition with the leadership of labor women back cover
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Rethinking Class and Social Difference

2020-09-30

introduction 9 labor archives and collections in the united states 12 labor holdings at the schlesinger library radcliffe
college 18 labor material in the collections of the museum of american textile history 27 labor history sources at the
university of massachusetts at amherst 33 the connecticut labor archives 41 sources for business and labor history in the
bridgeport public library 46 labor history resources at new york university 50 1 the tamiment institute ben josephson
library 2 the robert f wagner labor archives labor archives in the university at albany state university of new york 61
sources on labor history in the martin p catherwood library 67 sources on labor history at the rockefeller archive
center 75 labor history resources at the rutgers university libraries 83 labor collections at the urban archives center
temple university libraries 87 labor archives at indiana university of pennsylvania 93 historical collections and labor
archives penn state university 97 the ue labor archives university of pittsburgh 102 labor history sources in the
manuscript division of the library of congress 105 labor history sources in the national archives 114 labor and social
history records at the catholic university of america nelson lichtenstein 121 the joseph a beirne memorial archives 125
labor union history and archives the university of maryland at college park libraries 129 the george meany memorial
archives 133 west virginia labor sources at the west virginia and regional history collection 140 the southern labor
archives 146 labor history resources at the ohio historical society 155 the debs collection at indiana state university 161
the archives of labor history and urban affairs walter p reuther library wayne state university 167 the labadie
collection in the university of michigan library 177 labor history manuscripts in the chicago historical society 185 the
ozarks labor union archives at southwest missouri state university 190 labor history resources in the university of iowa
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libraries the state historical society of iowa iowa city and the herbert hoover presidential library 195 sources for the
study of the labor movement at the state historical society of wisconsin 203 the immigration history research center as
a source for labor history research 212 labor collections in the western historical collections at the university of colorado
boulder 219 labor resources at the nevada state library and archives 224 the texas labor archives 229 sources on labor
history at the southern california library for social studies and research 235 the urban archives center at california state
university northridge 240 the labor archives and research center at san francisco state university 248 index 257

A Guide to Child-Labor Provisions of the Fair Labour Standards Act

1948

advances in business statistics methods and data collection advances in business statistics methods and data collection
delivers insights into the latest state of play in producing establishment statistics obtained from businesses farms and
institutions presenting materials and reflecting discussions from the 6th international conference on establishment
statistics ices vi this edited volume provides a broad overview of methodology underlying current establishment
statistics from every aspect of the production life cycle while spotlighting innovative and impactful advancements in
the development conduct and evaluation of modern establishment statistics programs highlights include practical
discussions on agile timely and accurate measurement of rapidly evolving economic phenomena such as globalization
new computer technologies and the informal sector comprehensive explorations of administrative and new data
sources and technologies covering big organic data sources and methods for data integration linking machine learning
and visualization detailed compilations of statistical programs responses to wide ranging data collection and production
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challenges among others caused by the covid 19 pandemic in depth examinations of business survey questionnaire
design computerization pretesting methods experimentation and paradata methodical presentations of conventional
and emerging procedures in survey statistics techniques for establishment statistics encompassing probability sampling
designs and sample coordination non probability sampling missing data treatments small area estimation and bayesian
methods providing a broad overview of most up to date science this book challenges the status quo and prepares
researchers for current and future challenges in establishment statistics and methods perfect for survey researchers
government statisticians national bank employees economists and undergraduate and graduate students in survey
research and economics advances in business statistics methods and data collection will also earn a place in the toolkit of
researchers working with data in industries across a variety of fields

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications, Cumulative Index

1976

constructs an analytical framework of production politics within which to address such phenomena as the erosion of
wages and lost of good jobs in the us in the 1980s the emulation by us companies of production methods from
elsewhere and differences and similarities between japanese and german industrial relations narrowing the study to
the automobile industry argues that variations in labor s fortunes and competitive success can be explained by distinct
patterns of labor inclusion in corporate decision making distributed in the us by taylor and francis annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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The Other Women's Movement

2005-08-21

this book examines how ordinary factory workers became unionists and national political participants by the mid 1930s

Labor History Archives in the United States

1992

what ever happened to labor s fight for a shorter workweek

Labor Literature

1981

considers legislation to increase postal rates establish postal rate and po employee salary computation policies revise
undeliverable mail handling procedure and authorize second class mail status for certain hard cover publications
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Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory

1998

labor s end traces the discourse around automation from its origins in the factory to its wide ranging implications in
political and social life as jason resnikoff shows the term automation expressed the conviction that industrial progress
meant the inevitable abolition of manual labor from industry but the real substance of the term reflected industry s
desire to hide an intensification of human work and labor s loss of power and protection behind magnificent
machinery and a starry eyed faith in technological revolution the rhetorical power of the automation ideology
revealed and perpetuated a belief that the idea of freedom was incompatible with the activity of work from there
political actors ruled out the workplace as a site of politics while some of labor s staunchest allies dismissed sped up
tasks expanded workloads and incipient deindustrialization in the name of technological progress a forceful intellectual
history labor s end challenges entrenched assumptions about automation s transformation of the american workplace

Labor Literature

1980

includes subject area sections that describe all pertinent census data products available i e business trade and services
geography transportation etc
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Advances in Business Statistics, Methods and Data Collection

2022-01-19

militant minority tells the compelling story of british columbia workers who sustained a left tradition during the
bleakest days of the cold war through their continuing activism on issues from the politics of timber licenses to global
questions of war and peace these workers bridged the transition from an old to a new left in the late 1950s half of b c s
workers belonged to unions but the promise of postwar collective bargaining spawned disillusionment tied to inflation
and automation a new working class that was educated white collar and increasingly rebellious shifted the locus of
activism from the communist party and co operative commonwealth federation to the newly formed new democratic
party which was elected in 1972 grounded in archival research and oral history militant minority provides a valuable
case study of one of the most organized and independent working classes in north america during a period of
ideological tension and unprecedented material advance

Labor's Power and Industrial Performance

1998

how well do we know our country whom do we include when we use the word american these are not just
contemporary issues but recurring questions americans have asked themselves throughout their history and questions
that were addressed when in 1935 the roosevelt administration created the federal writers project fwp under the
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aegis of the works progress administration although the immediate context of the fwp was work relief national fwp
officials developed programs that spoke to much larger and longer standing debates over the nature of american
identity and culture and the very definition of who was an american hirsch reviews the founding of the fwp and the
significance of its american guide series considering the choices made by administrators who wanted to celebrate
diversity as a positive aspect of american cultural identity in his exploration of the fwp s other writings hirsch
discusses the project s pioneering use of oral history in interviews with ordinary southerners ex slaves ethnic
minorities and industrial workers he also examines congressional critics of the fwp vision the occasional opposition of
local federal writers especially in the south and how the fwp s vision changed in response to the challenge of world
war ii in the course of this study hirsch raises thought provoking questions about the relationships between diversity
and unity government and culture and ultimately culture and democracy

Making a New Deal

2008

includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january june

Labor's Time

2008-11-20
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identifies and describes specific government assistance opportunities such as loans grants counseling and procurement
contracts available under many agencies and programs

Hearings

1959

focusing on the fate of the federal aid to families with dependent children afdc program this comprehensive history of
the thirty year war over welfare shows how stubborn allegiance to the male headed household undermined the
struggle for economic justice

Postal Rates

1958

using a wide range of sources the author illuminates the connections between the informal strategies of resistance in
the early 20th century and the mass protests of the 50s and 60s

Labor's End

2022-01-18
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contains 1 412 assistance programs administered by 57 federal agencies in agriculture crime control education
employment and training health and human services housing and homeownership and science and technology
chapters how to use the catalog agency summary agency programs alpha index of programs applicant eligibility
deadlines index functional index subject index deleted and added programs crosswalk of changes to program numbers
and titles program descriptions programs requiring executive order 12372 review authorization appendix agency
addresses sources of additional info and developing and writing grant proposals

Census Catalog and Guide

1989

A Directory of Computerized Data Files & Related Technical Reports

1985

Publications Catalog

1935
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Report

2011-05-21

Militant Minority

1944

Case History Industry Manual

1991

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents

2004-07-21
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Portrait of America

1999

Department of Labor's Denial of Employment Service Funds to the States

1997

Country Reports on Human Rights Practices

1963

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

1993
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Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance

2000

Bowker's Law Books and Serials in Print

1999

American Worker Project

2010

The War on Welfare

1988
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A Directory of Computerized Data Files

2002

A Different Day

1997

Prologue

1980

Government Reports Announcements & Index

1999-06
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Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, 1999
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